EtherChannel:
Etherchannel (link/bandwidth aggregation in the form of redundancy) is a technology that lets
you bundle multiple physical links into a single logical link. STP blocks redundant links whereas
etherchannel can be used to provide redundacncy i.e. load balance those links and will see it as one
logical link. !(This doesn't work like MLPPP i.e. not true bandwidth increased)

1. Other vendor call it a LAG port (Link Aggregation Groups) instead of etherchannel
2. 2950 supports max 8 ports to aggregate/max 8 ports can channel together (platform dependent)
3. Even servers now support etherchannel (LACP compliant/NIC teaming) so LACP (LAG ports)
can be configured between a server and a switch.
4. Port-Channel/Channel-Group is a logical Etherchannel Interface represents bonded links
5. Links should always be bundled as a multiple of 2 i.e. 2, 4, 8 etc.
Maximum number of links: 8 physical interfaces.
Types: PAgP (Port Aggregation Group Protocol) (Cisco proprietary) and LACP (Link Aggregation
Control Protocol)(IEEE Standard/802.3ad)
Must match on individual interface and the opposite side: Duplex/Speed/Native VLAN/Allowed
VLANs/Same switchport mode(access or trunk)/!(No interfaces in a bundle can be SPAN ports)
PagP Modes: On/Desirable/Auto/Off
LACP Modes: On/Active/Passive/Off

EtherChannel L2 Configuration:

SwitchA(config)#default int range fa0/13 - 14
SwitchA(config)#int range fa0/13 – 14
SwitchA(config-if)#shut
SwitchA(config-if)#channel-group 1 mode desirable !(options(LACP/PAgp): active/desirable,
passive/auto, on)
SwitchA(config-if)#no shut
SwitchA(config)#interface port-channel 1
SwitchA(config-if)#switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
SwitchA(config-if)#switchport mode trunk
!(same an opposite config on SwitchB)
!(same config when using LACP except for modes are different)
!(Any changes now made on the port-channel interface will propagate down to member interfaces)
!(Some platforms even protects you to make any changes on member interfaces individually)
!(You can use the channel-protocol command to restrict anyone from selecting a mode that is not
applicable to the selected protocol)
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Problems with L2 EtherChannel:

1. Put the server and the PCs in differnet VLANs to avoid broadcasts (flooded traffic) in the same
domain (inherent problem in L2 etherchannel).
2. If any of the interfaces goes down switch transitions through listening/learning etc. states. Also
spanning tree converges again if the cost has changed (inherent problems in L2 etherchannel again).

L2 Problem: Order of opertaion when using ON mode is important:

!(If you are using mode ON then the order of operation is really key so always use 'shut' and 'no
shut' commands as a protection mechanism)
!(We are not allowed to learn mac addresses on blocked interface so the frame will be dropped)
!(Also could cause loops, based on the order of operations, if ON mode is used)
!(This is why we use negotiation i.e. LACP or PAgP instead of just ON mode)
EtherChannel misconfiguration guard:
!(All BPDUs transmitted from individual ports in an etherchannel have the same Sending-Port-ID)

1. ON by default
2. Detects (by inspecting STP Port-ID of received BPDUs) if remote end etherchannel is
misconfigured
3. Places ports in err-disable if misconfiguration detected
SW1(config)#spa etherchannel guard misconfig !(ON by default)
EtherChannel L3 Configuration:
SW1(config)# interface port-channel 1
SW1(config-if)# no switchport
SW1(config-if)# ip address 172.16.1.11 255.255.255.0
SW1(config)# deafult int range fastethernet0/1 - 2
SW1(config)# int range fastethernet0/1 – 2
SW1(config-if-range)# no switchport
SW1(config-if-range)# no ip address
SW1(config-if-range)# channel-group 1 mode desirable
!(same an opposite config on SW2)
!(same config when using LACP except for modes are different)

Load-Balancing (default 'src-mac'): dst-ip/dst-mac/src-dst-ip/src-dst-mac/src-ip/src-mac

!(Switch creates a hash based on the type of load balancing method)
!(OK to have default 'src-mac' on SwitchA, but ideal to have 'dst-mac' on SwitchB)
!(Some near switch platforms can even do load balancing based on port number i.e. tcp/udp ports)
SwitchB(config)#port-channel load-balance dst-mac
!(Higher level platforms like Nexus7K allows you to configure load balancing per port-channel, but
catalyst switches only allows it as a global command)
Single vs. MultiChassis EtherChannel:

MLAG (MultiChassis Link Aggregation)

Verification and Troubleshoting:
1. Make sure you use the same etherchannel modes (types) on both sides and verify it using show
commands. Cannot mix PagP and LACP
2. Make sure at least one of the two switches uses desirable/active mode
3. Make sure all the interfaces that needs adding to a port-channel have exact same config e.g.
Speed/duplex/allowed VLANs/switchport (access/trunk)
4. Do not configure a GigaStack gigabit interface converter (GBIC) as a part of EtherChannel
5. A SPAN interface will not join etherchannel until SPAN is disabled
6. Do not configure a secure port as a part of an etherchannel
SW1#clear pagp 1 counters
SW1#clear lacp 1 counters
sh etherchannel summary !(best command to see if channel group is up or down)
sh etherchannel summary | begin Group !(to see the grouped interfaces)
sh etherchannel 1 port-channel
sh interface port-channel 1
sh spa active !(to verify etherchannel misconfiguration i.e. Bridging loop)
sh spa summary !(to see if etherchannel misconfig guard is enabled. ON by default)
sh etherchannel
sh etherchannel 1 detail !(to see the modes)
sh etherchannel 1 detail | inc reason !(to see the reason why port-channel was unable to bundle)
sh ip int bri | inc Port !(to see if the port-channel is up)
sh int fa0/12 etherchannel
sh pagp neighbor
sh pagp counters
sh lacp neighbor
sh lacp counters
sh etherchannel load-balance
sh spa int port-channel 1 !(to see the spa cost for port-channel)
sh int trunk
sh int trunk port-channel 1
sh spa vlan 1
sh mac-address-table int po1 !(mac addresses are associated with po1 not member interfaces)

